
 

Day One: Friday, November 14, 2014 

For details contact Dr Jo Jones, Lecturer in 

English, Education, UTas. 

joanne.jones@utas.edu.au 

 

TO BOOK AND PAY DIRECT 
https://payments.utas.edu.au/ConferencingWeb/

CreateBooking.aspx?E=2F7FDC11-D947-4C2A-

98F3-

935834BA2DA4&U=https%253a%252f%252fpaym

ents.utas.edu.au%252fOneStopWeb%252faspx%2

52ftranadd.aspx 

 

  

This activity has direct links to a number of 

aspects of the Australian Curriculum, 

particularly the approaches of the English 

“literature” strand:  

 historical study of the origins, authorship, 

readership and reception of texts; 

 exploration of the relationships between 

historical, cultural and literary traditions. 

Cross-curriculum Priorities 

 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

histories and cultures; 

 Sustainability. 

Symposium fee includes: lectures/workshops 

and educational presentations, 2 day pass to 

Port Arthur (Ghost Tour, Harbour Cruise, 

Walking Tours), Symposium Dinner (gourmet 

barbeque), morning tea, lunch.  

  

  

  

UTas M.Teach Students: $185, includes one 

night’s bunkhouse accommodation   

Teacher : $205 + cost of accommodation.  

(Accommodation to be booked by teachers, 

through separate accommodation providers.) 

  

  

  

  

This is small symposium. Numbers are limited 

so book quickly. 

Presenters: Hamish Maxwell Stewart,  (UTas), 

Robert Clarke (UTas), Angela Thomas (UTas), 

Jo Jones (UTas), Peter Brett (UTas), Philip 

Page (Reading Australia, TATE), Gemma 

Davies (Port Arthur Historic Sites) 

  

Literature. 

Gothic. 

Place. 

  

A two day English Teaching symposium about 

knowledge, authenticity, experience and 

history of place in literature. To be held at 

Port Arthur World Heritage Site, The Old 

Asylum, November 14-15, 2014 

The Revenant Past 

  

Port Arthur World Heritage Site. English Teaching Symposium. Faculty of Education. University of Tasmania. 
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8.30-9.30 Registration: The Old Asylum 

9.30 -9.45 Intro and welcome Dr Jo Jones 

Session One 9.45 – 10.30 Dr Angela Thomas, “Monstrous bodies in monstrous places: Fairytales 

for Wilde girls”. 

A key concern of children’s literature is how identity-formation relates to place. In Fairytales for Wilde 

girls, the identities of both the protagonist Isola Wilde and her mother are constructed with shades of 

the ‘monstrous-feminine’. Further complicating this, the text has woven a complex metaphor that 

equates woman with nature, whereby women’s madness is directly reflected in the decay of nature. The 

relationship between women, their bodies and nature in this text provides an opportunity to critique it 

using a combination of Feminist insights into the madwoman trope, the sublime, and ecofeminism. 

Embedded in this will be an exploration of the forest as a fairy tale motif and a site for the Gothic.  

Morning Tea 10.30 – 11.15 

Session Three 11.15 – 12.00 Mr Philip Page, “Knowing One’s Place”. 

Perched as we are, precariously on the edge of civilization, it could be argued that both old and new 

Tasmanians hold and nurture a sharpened sense of who we are, what our place in the scheme of things 

is and how our perspectives on the world beyond these margins shape us – and in turn shape the world.  

Then again, perhaps what we really have is a finely honed and generationally affirmed reliance on our 

own parochialism.  

Either way, our notion of ourselves, and indeed of others, is bound up within us across many, many 

generations, with a constantly evolving awareness and diverse appreciation of the significance of our 

place.  

How then do we appreciate this paradox, immerse ourselves in it, express it, reflect it, celebrate it and 

pass it on?  

Session Three 12.00 – 12.45  Dr Robert Clarke, “On Dark Travel Writing”. 

This presentation will introduce attendees to the literature of dark tourism and dark travel. It will 

examine how travellers and writers respond to encounters with spaces and cultures scarred by 

catastrophe, death, and trauma. It will consider the tensions within this body of travel writing between 

the need for a moral response to such encounters and the growing imperative to exploit and commodify 

dark tourist sites for their exotic attraction. 

12.45- 1.30 Lunch 

1.15 – 2.00 Ms Gemma Davie in the Education Centre 

2.00 - 6.00 Choice of Port Arthur tours and activities 



Session Four 6.00-6.45:  Dr Jo Jones, “My sublime: Or why I feel more Gothic in Tasmania”. 

Does living under a mountain encourage “gothic” proclivities? Does perching on the edge of the Tasman 

Sea urge one irretrievably towards the fear/awe space of the sublime? Does living at 40°S imbue the 

individual with a constant inner roar of wind, sea and history? This presentation explores the way that 

our experiences of inhabiting a place are physiological, psychological and. also, connected to our 

ingrained cultural knowledge of categories such as the Gothic and the sublime. This presentation 

explores the way that our responses to geographical surroundings are often mediated through our 

experiences of literature and other narrative texts. In a classroom, how can we then incorporate types 

of “fieldwork” to teach complex literary texts and philosophical concepts? 

7.00 Conference Dinner 

 Ghost Tour 9.30 

Day Two, Saturday, November 15 

10.00 – 10.45 Session One: Dr Hamish Maxwell Smith, “Getting to grips with the ghost of the 

past”. 

This session will explore ways in which authors can draw their readers into past worlds. In order to 

haunt the present it is necessary to conjure the past into view. The session will look at ways in which 

historical techniques can be used to recreate and populate Tasmania’s convict past.  

Morning Tea 10.45-11.15 

11.15 - 12.00 Session Three: Dr Peter Brett, “Reading the past, connecting to the present: Where 

historical literacy meets English literacy”. 

If a teacher is undertaking a trip to Port Arthur as a springboard into creative writing, what history can 

be learned along the way? How might that deeper historical thinking and understanding inform higher 

quality explanatory and empathetic writing? The presentation draws upon pre-service teacher 

narratives about visits to Port Arthur undertaken as a child and assignments reflecting upon historical 

and wider learning opportunities from fieldwork at the site. The paper identifies curriculum 

opportunities to builds bridges between History and English. 

 

12.00 – 1.00 Session Four  Dr Jo Jones  

Workshop: Text choice, programming strategies and the Australian Curriculum.  

 

Lunch 1.00 - 1.30  

1.00 – 3.30  

Choice of Port Arthur tours and activities 

3.30 Informal closing drinks, Felon’s Bistro (venue to be confirmed) 



 

 


